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Abstract 
This article introduces a new Serious Game with Augmented Reality for children and handicapped people. A platform based 
on a zoo has been virtually created. With this application, the users can increase their knowledge about a specific topic, in 
this case, animals. We have designed several 3D elements according to the theme, including a main scene that leads to the 
different scenes contained in the game. The user can interact with those elements and scenes through the mobile phone, 
thanks to the touch screen.  
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1. Introduction 
Our surrounding environment is very complex, and it provides us a lot of information which is sometimes 
difficult to understand or reconstruct. Although Virtual Reality (VR) is a very useful technology that has been 
highly developed, sometimes the final applications are too simple and lack information of the environment that 
is supposed to be modelled. For many applications, Augmented Reality (AR) technology has turned to be a 
more interesting approach. In Augmented Reality technology, a view of the reality is modified by a computer, 
which adds virtual elements over real environmental elements. Thanks to that, the information about the real 
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world that surrounds the user and the digital information can become interactive, providing powerful tools in 
many every day activities [1]. An important advantage of Augmented Reality is that the environment does not 
need to be disturbed at all. Instead of that, it can be somehow improved, giving the final user useful feedback 
information. The scene is represented thanks to digital technology, as well. 
 
Augmented Reality is getting more important every day, encouraged by the new smartphones and tablets 
revolution. These devices will define a new way of seeing, thinking and understanding the reality. This 
revolution is driving many changes in our everyday life and, of course, not only from a technical point of view, 
but in medical or education fields, among others. In these fields, AR can be used for learning, diagnosis and 
rehabilitation. Some interesting applications are those based on Serious Games. There are many different types 
of Serious Games. Many of these games are devised to a child audience and the development of basic 
competences. However, many companies are now also implementing this kind of games to train their 
employees.  
 
The proposed approach is focused on a Learning Game with educational purposes and it is specifically 
designed for the user to gain or strengthen his knowledge about animals. Mixing the two concepts: Augmented 
Reality and Serious Games; we found an efficient learning alternative for the user, that offers the possibility to 
interact in a more active and attractive way with the technology and the contents to be learnt, by changing his 
perception of the real environment [2]. 
 
2. Serious Game application 
2.1. Game description 
The Serious Game developed is oriented to kids and handicapped people. It consists on different activities 
which are performed in a virtual zoo that can be projected anywhere with a mobile device and a printed marker. 
During the game, the user is able to choose among different scenes, each of them with a different task related to 




Fig. 1. Main scene design in Unity 3D 
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2.2. Development 
The software proposed for this application is mainly based on Unity 3D and Cinema 4D.  Unity 3D was the 
chosen software to design the application. It works perfectly with Augmented Reality over Android and iOS, 
thanks to the Vuforia SDK. Besides, Unity 3D has some advantages as follows: 
 
 It is based on a very well defined and intuitive graphical environment. It works with a series of scripts 
coded with JavaScript, C# or Boo. 
 Games in Unity are logical and hierarchically organized into scenes 
 Besides, there are a lot of tools that helps us to design terrains or other elements for the game. One of 
these tools is the “Asset Store” that provides us with many 3D elements already designed. 
 
Regarding Cinema 4D, another known software to model, texturize and animate 3D elements. One of the 
most important features is the high speed to render, a personal interface and the vertical curve of learning, 
which means in a short period of time you can acquire a lot of knowledge. Finally, both environments are fully 
compatible, so it is possible to design and even animate an object with Cinema 4D and then import it in Unity 
3D. This saves time and makes the development of the application more efficient. 
2.3. Markers 
Among the different types of AR, the most prevalent is the one with markers. The markers help the device 
to place virtual objects on it. The marker can be processed on Vuforia’s web page application. A marker can be 
a .jpg image, created in some graphics design software. The most important thing for a good marker is to have 
many feature points (see Fig. 2). The more feature points, the better the 3D objects will be positioned on. 
 
 
Fig. 2. Marker without and with feature points 
 
After designing the marker and checking that it is suitable for computer vision detection, we have to 
download a package and import it to Unity 3D in order to use it in our application. We will get a package with 
.unitypackage extension, and we will install it in the game file as an asset. Once the package is installed, we can 
start to design the scene. 
2.4. Scenes 
As mentioned above, we can divide the game into different scenes. In our proposal, we developed a main 
scene and six more scenes, each one related to an animal. In the main scene, Fig. 1, we can find the different 
animals that live in a zoo. From this scene we can also exit the game and access the scores scene. By touching 
an animal in the main scene we will be redirected to another specific scene of the animal The different animals, 
and therefore scenes, are as follows: 









Fig. 3. Some 3D elements 
Apart from these animals, we have designed other 3D elements such as trees, stones or wooden trucks to 
naturalize the scenes. All the designed elements are formed by polygons. Adding to that, each one has a 
different color for each part, and this color can also be imported as a texture. Textures help us to make the 
elements look like much more realistic, if we are looking for that. In our proposal, we used solid colors and 
shapes that make the animals look like cartoons. 
Inside a scene, we can find several things. Among those things a question or activity is hidden. The question 
has to be answered correctly within a given time. Composing the game, we can count on other extra scenes for 
correct or wrong answers and scenes to display the score. We can access to this kind of scenes from any other 
scene, regardless the scene in which we are. 
2.5. Editing questions 
To make it easy for the user, the game is also editable from the outside. The questions of each scene can be 
loaded from a XML file. XML language facilitates data storage in a readable way. This XML file is created by 
a script the first time the application runs, with pre-determined questions. Once it is generated, it can be edited, 
allowing you to add, delete or edit questions in a simple way with an XML text editor. The application works 
with the XML file within a script, written in JavaScript, which allows reading from the XML file and writing it 
as well (see Fig. 4). In this script, a data structure is created containing the question and also the correct and the 











Fig. 4. Function Update. 
After creating this structure, an array of structures is declared where all the questions will be placed. Since 
this is a non-dimensional array, there is no limit in the number of questions, but only one question is shown in 




 if(_data.ToString() != "") 
 { 
     finalData = DeserializeObject(_data); 
 } 
 question.text= finalData[i].question;  
 option1.text= finalData[i].option1;  
 option2.text= finalData[i].option2;  
}
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the scene while the application is running. After loading the XML file, the question and the answers are placed 
in the scene by the function “Update()” of the script. This function is called every time we want to show a 
question in the scene. The XML file “questions.xml”, contains the questions and answers [3]. Each question is 
displayed in an element called “GUI Text”. This element is positioned in the scene thanks to XYZ coordinates. 
2.6. Distracting elements 
In order to increase the difficulty of the application, we added some distracting elements. Distracting 
elements are designed to catch the attention of the user who is playing. These elements will make the user lose 
focus on the question she/he has to answer and focus on the element itself. 
 
There are two types of distracting elements: internal or external. The internal ones depend solely on the 
user. They refer to the mood, background or tiredness. That is why we will control the external ones, the ones 
that depend on the developer. We will have two different external distracting elements: 3D elements and 
sounds. Each scene will count with its own 3D element and sound that will act as distracting element for the 
user. 
2.7. User interaction 
Once the application is compiled and installed on the mobile device, it is time to run it. When it is open, we 
can start playing. The user has to press on the screen (see Fig. 5), and a function called “Raycast()” (see Fig. 6) 
is used to redirect the user to the proper scene.  
 
 








Fig. 6. Function using Raycast and Box Colliders 
 
In the example, the scene named “Lion” will be set up when pressing the lions on the main scene. Each 
animal is associated to a Box Collider, and also Box Collider is associated to a script that makes it act in a 
determined way (see Fig. 6). A Box Collider acts as a trigger is placed covering each interactive element in the 
scene. Raycast sends a ray from its origin, the finger on the screen. This ray collides with a Box collider with 
var hit : RaycastHit;  
if (Physics.Raycast(ray, hit)) {  
if (hit.collider.gameObject == object){  
 Application.LoadLevel("Lion"); 
} 
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the result of changing the scene to another one. When another scene is shown, a distracting element and a 
question are shown as well. The user should ask the question in 60sec of time.  
 
The questions sometimes are referring to some elements on the scene, so the user has also to take into 
account all the displayed objects. If the user answers properly to the question proposed, a point will be added to 
his/her score. The scene for scores uses variables from other scenes in a determined script. This script has to be 
combined with another script with general variables. General variables are used to pass values from one scene 
to another one.  
 
With all of this, the user should increase the knowledge related to the platform proposed, in this case a zoo. 
Even if the answer is not answered correctly, the user may know which one is the correct one cause the solution 
can be displayed at the end of the scene. This is very useful for the target group of people proposed, because it 
can be used depending on the needs and for many fields. 
3. Testing 
A very important part of developing a new application is the testing part. With it we can verify if the game 
is running well, and most relevant, if it meets the objectives proposed in the analysis phase. First of all, the 
game is developed for Android and iOS operating systems. The testing was performed in smartphones and 
tablets. A critical design aspect was if the application was suitable for any screen resolution. Tests showed that 
it adapts itself correctly depending on the device resolution. Also, the application does not need a very high-end 
device to run smoothly.  
 
Various tests have been carried out with group of 5 kids. The initial objectives proposed at the beginning of 
the study were accomplished and the users were able to memorize the questions and the answers, both correct 
and wrong ones. Children are nowadays growing up with this kind of technologies. They are surrounded by 
smartphones and tablets. This is important and it should be taken into account because the design of the game 
should make it intuitive enough so that they do not need any previous explanation in order to play.  
 
At this point, and after trying out the application with them we can come to the next conclusions: 
- The application proposed, consisting of a zoo comprised of different kind of animals, was very 
attractive for the target group of kids who tried it. Also, several studies demonstrate that the 
coexistence between kids and animals helps to their growth. 
- The group of kids successfully learnt the questions and answers about the animals. Some days after 
playing the application, the questions came back to the kids and they knew the answer and the scenes 
came also to their minds using the visual memory.  
- This attractive way of learning seemed to provide the children very good long-term knowledge about 
the animals. 
4. Conclusions 
The developed Augmented Reality Serious Game can be played on any mobile device running Android or 
iOS. This is a very application that offers a new way of learning about different kind of animals living in a Zoo. 
It is important to point out that the control of the game does not need any other device, but only the smartphone 
or tablet and the printed marker. This means that the application is open for everyone, because the game does 
not require any expensive hardware apart from the device. 
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Besides, the game is fully configurable. That allows the user to change the difficulty of the questions 
depending on the target group of people and taking into account what kind of knowledge the final player wants 
to acquire. The player can select the answer freely, but he/she has to pay attention on the game always. Even if 
the answer is wrong, the correct solution will be displayed, so that the player can acquire that new knowledge.  
 
Augmented Reality can be used in many fields of our everyday life, and in many ways. The fact of 
combination virtual and physical information is now real and it gives us many advantages making the world 
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